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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Presented version of OPAL – the in core fuel management system is under 
development also for core loading optimization of  NPP Temelin (VVER1000 type reactor).  
Description of the algorithm of separate modules was presented  in several AER papers. The 
optimization process of NPP Temelin loading patterns comprises problems like preparation 
input data for NPP SW, loading searching, fixing and splitting of fuel enrichments, BP- 
assignment, FA rotation and fuel cycle economics. In application for NPP Temelin has been  
used NPP Temelin code system (spectral code with macrocode). 

 
 
 
 

1.INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The objective of fuel management is to design a fuel-loading scheme that is capable of 

producing the required energy at the minimum cost while satisfying the safety constraints. 
Usually the objectives are: 

 
a) To meet the energy production requirements  

(loaded fuel should have sufficient reactivity that covers reactivity defects 
associated with startup as well as reactivity loss due to the fuel depletion) 
 

b) To satisfy all safety-related limits  
(loaded fuel should preserve adequate power peaking limits (given namely 
LOCA), shutdown margins and no positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient  
(MTC). 
  

c) To minimize the power generation cost. 
($/kWh(e)) 

 



 
 

 

Flow chart of optimization process OPAL management system and its functions are in 
detail described in Chapter 2.  The system has the following functionality covered by the 
following individual modules (programs): 

 
- Preparation of libraries 
- Basic optimization process 
- Multicycle optimization 
- BP assignment, FA rotation and BP variation 
- Fuel cycle economics 
 

 Key point of the system is preparation inputs (Archives) for single cycle and 
multicycle calculations. For core loading finding are used three optimization techniques: 
genetic algorithm, local searching methodology and simple binary shuffling algorithm. The 
system is now working with hundred and thousands loadings. On some stages system can be 
switched between manual and automatic mode. In addition to single cycle also equilibrium 
cycle optimization is possible. Graphical power interface (GUI) allows the user in some 
extend to interact with the optimization process and several modules has possibility to change 
optimization targets  during the run (including manual fuel movements). Some applications 
for NPP Temelin cores optimization are presented at the  final part of the paper.    

 
 

 
 

2. DESCRIPTION OF OPAL FUNCTIONS 
 
 

Flow chart of the OPAL system is seen from  the Fig. 1 and its functions are as follows: 
 
 

2.1. Preparation of libraries (cross sections) and input “patterns” (VZOR) for MAC 
macrocode. Process of data preparation is partially automated (see [5]), it means that 
“auxiliary” programs have been created, which prepare or modify data for program that 
controls other programs (spectral code MIC) in data preparation process. Special process is 
library preparation for multicycle optimization; where data created are related not only to the 
one individual cycle, bud for given cycle and the following cycles. Necessary simplification 
into pseudoburnup methodology has to be performed for creating such a library. Also due to 
limitations, each library is restricted to limited number of FA’s. As result of this process, 
“pattern” input to MAC is prepared, which is then modified automatically in the next parts of 
optimization process. This “pattern” input is unique for defined (limited) set of fuel assembly 
enrichments or assemblies with different numbers of burnable poisons. 

 
During this process are generated General information for archives of basic 

optimization (Archive A), multicycle optimization (Archive B) and BP assignment (Archive 
C) for given cycle (n): 

  
MAC databank for cycle (n-1) 
“Pin-tape” (auxiliary information for pin-power reconstruction) for cycle (n 
{n+1, n+2 etc for multicycle}) 
MAC.lib (list of names, burn up and kinf of individual FAs) for cycle (n) 
VZOR (MAC input “pattern”) for cycle (n {n+1, n+2 etc for multicycle}) 



 
 

 

 
 
2.2. Basic optimization process of core loading of cycle (n) for given number of fresh fuel 
FA’s  and its enrichment and other burned FA’s from the previous cycle (n-1) and length Teff 
of the cycle. 

 
 Calculation is provided by genetic algorithm code GenA [3,4], (under preparation are 
different algorithm of ATHENA code [6]). In some cases could be  used also algorithm of the 
code OPAL_B [1,5] for finding enrichment and the first (input) loading. During this process 
are generated optimal loading patterns according the following criteria: 
 

GenA enables to calculate best fuel loadings in the sense Pareto front (at present from 
Fdh (max. pin-wise radial power peaking during cycle calculations) and CBEOC (boron 
concentration at EOC) 
 

Code ATHENA or OPAL_B provides optimization with composite objective 
functions. Composite objective function of OPAL_B is described in next subchapter and in 
code ATHENA is calculated to 

 
- maximize CBEOC 

            -    penalize  Fdh  by    Fdh max  (at burnup step defined in input file)   
 
About 15 burnup steps per cycle are normally used and pin power reconstruction is available 
for each calculation. 
 

All calculated loadings pattern are stored in archive for each cycle (n) (Archive A(n)).  
 

 
2.3. Multicycle optimization process is realized by some options of code OPAL_B. 

Flow of calculation multicycle optimization process is realized in the following steps. 
 
For cycle(m, ) m≥n   : 

a) Make choice of the best loadings (/or Loading Priority Schema (LPS)) from 
Archive A(n) (/or Archive B(n) for m>n ).  
 
b) If necessary confirm number of FA which should be reloaded into storage.  
 
c) If necessary provide correction of the VZOR (MAC input for cycle (m)) for defined  
Teff of cycle (m). 
 
d) In the case  m>n provide shuffling of FA’s with multicycle objective function 
(described below). 

 
e) Provide calculation of enrichment E(m) (/or enrichments Ei(n) in the case of 
enrichment split: E-split [1]) for given length of cycle Teff (n) [FPD]. 
 
f) For this new enrichment finalize loading pattern (m) by  additional optimization 
process [1] and store the results into Archive B(n) of cycle (n). The final cycle will be 
finished by economic  analysis [1] of best loadings of all cycles  from the “first” (n) 
cycle. 



 
 

 

 
All  calculated loadings pattern are stored in archive for each cycle (n) (Archive B(n)).  

 
In the same formalism like in [1] the new multicycle objective function is calculated 

to: 
- maximize CBEOC 

            -    penalize  Fdh  by    Fdh max  (at burnup step defined in input file)   
            -    penalize  OF1 by OF1min 

                        -    penalize   OF2 by OF2max 
- maximize OF3   

where  
OF1  = relative average  burn up increment of  KA_OUT maximally burned FA’s 
OF2        = relative average  burn up increment of  KA_IN minimally burned FA’s (fresh) 
OF3  = average burn up [MWd/tU]of KA_OUT maximally burned FA’s 
KA_OUT = number of reloaded FA’s 
KA_IN  = number of fresh  FA’s 
 

Loading pattern optimization in the multicycle level is based on extensive using LPS 
methodology within which are used special LPS archives. FA’s shuffling is provided by 
binary shuffling controlled by special rules usually with preservation of positions of fresh 
FA’s.   All optimization process is realized with fresh FA’s  without (or with averaged) BP’s . 
 

 

2.4. BP assignment, FA rotation and BP’s  variation. These functions are designed 
for BP’s  assignment (and their number variation) and FA’s rotation for selected loadings 
pattern basically found in previous paragraph. This process consists of several steps, from 
which some can be omitted. 

 
a) Archive of loadings patterns (Archive A(n)) is read and optional number of best 

loadings pattern is selected. 
b) BP assignment process is invoked. Based on BPASS methodology, BP’s are 

assigned and temporary information is written into auxiliary files for selected 
pattern from patterns chosen in a).  

c) Rotation of FA’s is called. In this process rotation of FA’s near the assembly with 
maximum FdH is invoked, if this assembly has burnup shape such, that edge 
burnup near the assembly with maximum FdH is lower than average. 

d) BPs variation is invoked. This process in now automated in this sense that all 
variations with repetition including numbers of BP’s which are lower and higher 
by six relating to number of BP’s  found in b). Range of variations can be specified 
also manually (for example, if point b) is omitted. 

 
Point a) must be performed, otherwise all sequence is finished. All other points can be, 

but need not to be called. But, at least one from points b), c) and d) is supposed to be 
performed. After BP’s assignment is checked max. value of boron in moderator to keep MTC 
(Moderator Temperature Coefficient) safety criteria (non positive MTC).   If process invoked 
in points b) or d) is not successful, information is provided. Successful loading with processes 
described in points b) – d) are stored in archive for given cycle (n), where result from the last 
process performed is written into archive (Archive C(n)). 

 
  



 
 

 

2.5. Fuel cycle economics. Methodology of economic analysis (presented on the 13-th 
Symposium [1]) was derived from general OECD documentation which includes also front-
end and back-end phase of fuel cycle (with parameters discount rate, fuel residence time, 
mass of fuel, fraction of U235 in fuel and material losses). 

 
Economic analysis is provided after finishing multicycle analysis and at the end of 

calculation process after BP assignment. During optimization process is usually changed 
length of the cycle, enrichment of the fuel, number of fresh FA’s, number of BP’s. Impact of 
these changes on the cost  per unit electricity  is calculated. 

 
 
2.6. Safety-related limits (additional checkin). Basic safety criteria are power 

peaking and MTC which were checked during the optimization process after assignment of 
BP’s. Additional safety-related limit is shut down margin which is checked in the end of 
optimization process.  
 

 
2.7. Graphical user  interface (GUI). The GUI among parts of optimization system 

was being created. It allows interacting with the optimization process in easy way and 
minimalize manually controlled operations so we can avoid many errors made during manual 
file-operations. The GUI is based on Xgraf graphic environment frequently used on NPP 
Dukovany and uses HP-UNIX 11.0 environment. 

 
Graphic menus consist of tree of references to individual optimization algorithms and 

their corresponding sub-menus, plus viewer of results. Each optimization menu consists of 
elemental options - start, stop, continue, manual file editing options, eventually special 
options (see Fig.2). During optimization run, results are shown in non-interactive way on X-Y 
graph, where X axis is boric acid concentration (CB) and Y axis is power peaking (Kq or 
FdH). Options allow you to interrupt process of watching or pass to viewer of results (see 
Fig.3). Viewer of results allows you to choose loadings you are curious about (by choosing 
proper generation and select fuel loading, in chart or in map by mouse). For them cartograph 
of zone is shown. If you want, you can save image of chosen solutions to separate file (see 
Fig.4). 

 
 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
 
Presented OPAL system was functioning  in separate modules [1,2,3 and 4].  

Functioning of whole system is now tested in automatic and semiautomatic mode. 
In [5] were presented results of cycle 2 optimization of Unit 1 of NPP Temelin and 

cycle 3 and 4 of Unit 2 NPP Temelin. At present is under preparation application of OPAL 
system for study which concerns  re-optimization of cycles Unit 1 and Unit 2 of NPP Temelin 
including  such functions like multicycle analysis, BP assignment, rotation, economic analysis 
and  calculation of MTC. 
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Fig. 2 The OPAL GUI tree of references. 



 
 

 

 
 
Fig.3 Demonstration of graphical representation of optimization run. 



 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 4 Graphical demonstration of results viewer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 


